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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4924-Sedris was relieved. He felt 
fortunate that Waleria had come to tell him about Teresa’s scheme and that 
he decided to help James. Otherwise, he would die today. 

James dispersed the formation he used to kill two powerhouses at the Chaos 
Rank. After Lucius’ death, his storage treasure was left behind in the 
formation. 

There were countless treasures contained within his storage treasure. 

However, James was not interested in them. He only wanted the Hazeaf 
District’s sacred scroll. 

Soon, James found the Hazeaf District’s sacred scroll within the storage 
treasure. 

Finally, he had obtained eight of the sacred scrolls. Out of the ten sacred 
scrolls, he was short of two. 

James put away the sacred scroll and turned to Wyot in the distance. 

Swoosh! 

His body flashed in front of Wyot. Then, he summoned the Chaos Sword, 
pressed it against Wyot’s neck, and asked,” Where’s Teresa?” 

Wyot’s expression remained unchanged even with the Chaos Sword at his 
neck. He looked at James and replied calmly, ”1 don’t know. She left after you 
appeared in Mount 

Stoyan.” 

James released his Zen throughout the Chaos Arena and found no trace of 
Teresa. 

“Kill me if you want to.” 

James was unbothered by Wyot’s words. In the past, James regarded Wyot 
as his enemy. However, Wyot no longer posed any threat against him. 



He looked at Wyot and said, “I know there is some beef and a karma 
connection between us. When I infiltrated the 

Dooms, I took your beloved wife, Yemima, and impregnated her. I’ll spare 
your life today and end the feud between us. Don’t get involved with Teresa’s 
plans anymore. Otherwise, I won’t let you go next time.” 

After James finished speaking, he withdrew the Chaos Sword. He spared 
Wyot because of Yemima and his karma connections with the Dooms. 

However, Wyot had no gratitude toward James. He glared at James and said, 
“If you don’t kill me today, I’ll take your life someday.” 

“Haha.” James chuckled and said, “If it’s an honest battle you want, I welcome 
your challenges anytime. However, if you use any dirty tricks…” His face 
darkened, and he 

threatened, “I’ll make sure the entire Doom Race goes down with you. Now, 
get lost…” 

Wyot knew he was no match against James right now. Even though he was 
furious, he suppressed it. He cast a glance at James and left in despair. 

Suddenly, bright inscriptions fell from the sky and stopped before James. 
James reached out and used his Zen to examine them. He immediately 
learned they were clues about the boons inside the Chaos Battlefield. 

There were countless boons scattered throughout the Chaos Battlefield. The 
greatest of them was the Herstellen Art. 

The Herstellen Art was from beyond the Endlos and was the Supernatural 
Power of the Extraterrestrial Demon’s Great Commander. How Emperor 
Raiah obtained it and left it within the Chaos Battlefield was a mystery. 

James briefly examined the inscriptions, then satisfiedly stored them away. 

The Herstellen Art was second on his priority list. His main goal was still to 
obtain the remaining sacred scrolls. 

James reunited with Henrik. 



Henrik immediately gave him a thumbs up and praised him, saying, “You’re 
amazing, James! Even though you’re at the Quasi Chaos Rank, you killed 
three opponents at the Chaos Rank. Moreover, one of them was at the Chaos 

Transcendere Rank. The other two had to burn their Blood Essence and soul, 
yet they still succumbed to your strength.” 2 
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strength. 

At that moment, Waleria and Sedris also approached them. 

James glanced at Sedris and asked, ‘You’re the Theos District’s Leader, 
right? Have you ever exchanged sacred scrolls with the other district 
leaders?” 

Sedris nodded and said, “I did.” 

He had read the other nine sacred scrolls except the one belonging to the 
Chaos District. However, reading it was one thing, whereas successfully 
comprehending and cultivating it was another. 

James stretched his hand and said, “Pass me the sacred scrolls you’ve read.” 

Sedris did not dare to disobey. He quickly transformed his memories into 
inscriptions and gave them to James. 

James used his Zen to analyze them, cross-checking them with the sacred 
scrolls he had already mastered. After ensuring the contents matched, he put 
the inscriptions away. 

He had finally obtained ten of the sacred scrolls. All that was left was to find 
the time to comprehend the remaining three sacred scrolls. Then, he would 
have Ten Path Techniques and would be able to merge them into the Tenfold 
Realms Transcendent Art. At the same time, he could unlock the Boundless 
Pagoda’s tenth form and obtain 

the Endlos Heart. 

Sedris glanced at James. He desperately wanted James to teach him how to 
cultivate the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra and sacred scrolls. 
However, it was already a blessing that he had survived after the past ordeal. 



He did not dare to ask for too much, so he quickly suppressed his greedy 
thoughts. 

Waleria looked at James and asked, “What’s next for you, James?” 

James replied, “The greatest boon within the Chaos Battlefield is the 
Herstellen Art. It’s not inferior to the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra and 
the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Art. Naturally, I’d like to compete for it. 
However, there is one more person I need to take care of -Teresa.” 

James gritted his teeth at the mention of Teresa. He never expected the 
dainty, ethereal-looking woman to have secretly schemed so much. 

Teresa’s goal was to release the Extraterrestrial Demons underneath the 
Chaos Tablet. Then, she wanted to move the battlefield to the Chaos 
Battlefield. Therefore, her father could absorb the energy of those who die in 
battle and come back to life. 

“Alright,” Waleria answered softly, “I’ll leave the Chaos Battlefield and return to 
the Theos Sect. After you acquire the Herstellen Art, remember to see me. I’ll 
be waiting for you.” 

Waleria looked at James expectantly, waiting for his reply. 

James looked at her and said, “I’ll definitely come see you if I have the 
chance.” 

Waleria lit up with a smile. She raised her hand and waved goodbye to 
James. Then, she split apart the void and left the Chaos Battlefield. 

Sedris cast a last glance at James and left without saying a word. He did not 
leave the Chaos Battlefield, as countless boons were scattered around. He 
was a powerhouse at the Chaos Rank. Therefore, the possibility of him 
acquiring the boons was much higher than the others. 

James and Henrik found a place in the Chaos Battlefield and sat on a large 
boulder. 

They began to exchange their recent experiences. James recounted 
everything that happened to him in the Endlos, whereas Henrik shared how 
he was trapped within Zeno’s dojo and that he had learned the Grand Purge 
Formation. 



“Zeno?” James exclaimed after hearing the familiar name. 

Henrik replied, ‘Yup, it’s that old guy. He’s so powerful. He created the third 
strongest Purging Formation during Emperor Raiah’s era. He forcefully carved 
the Grand Purge Formation into my body.” 
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been secretly watching the battle. She was surprised that James had become 
so powerful and exceeded her expectations. 

However, James growing stronger was part of her plan. She had worked very 
hard to realize every step of it. 

Teresa hid her aura, and even James could not detect her. She left the Chaos 
Arena and appeared in an ancient place in one of the districts. 

She arrived outside a mountain gate and looked at the formation ahead of her. 
She approached and called out, “It’s Xezal. I’m here to see you, sir!” 

Her voice resounded throughout the area. 

In the deepest part of the spiritual mountain, a middle-aged man sitting in a 
lotus position heard her voice and opened his eyes. 

He had been sitting in the same position for countless years, and a layer of 
dust covered his body. With a thought, the dust on his body disappeared, and 
he immediately changed into a new robe. 

The man waved his hand, and Xezal was instantly teleported in front of him. 

Xezal looked at the ordinary-looking man dressed in a simple gray robe. 
There was nothing special about him, but his eyes seemed like an endless 
abyss. 

She quickly knelt to the ground and said, “It’s a pleasure to see you, sir. 

The middle-aged man waved his hand and said, “I’ve been in seclusion for 
countless eons. There aren’t many left that know about me. Why do you know 
me, and how did you find this place?” 

Xezal replied, “I’m the daughter of the former Endlos Lord. Before the Ten 
Districts were established, my father had cultivated here under your guidance 



for some time. I often heard my father speak of you in the past. He said you 
were only second to Emperor Raiah.” 

The middle-aged man looked at Xezal and said, “You should leave.” 

Xezal panicked and said frantically, “I have something important I must 
discuss with you, sir.” 

The man replied calmly, “I’ve already lost interest in outside affairs long ago.” 

“Are you really satisfied with your current situation? After losing to Emperor 
Raiah, you came here and lived in seclusion ever since. Emperor Raiah is 
already dead. He chased away the Extraterrestrial Demons and established 
the Ten Districts. You should inherit his supreme cultivation achievement. No 
one else in the Endlos is more qualified to inherit his supreme cultivation 
achievement than you, sir. 

“Moreover, Emperor Raiah has left behind the Herstellen Art inside the Chaos 
Battlefield. He obtained the Herstellen Art 

from the Extraterrestrial Demon’s Great Commander. It’s a Supernatural 
Power not weaker than the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra.” 

“Hmph,” the middle-aged man snorted indifferently. 

‘The Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra is nothing impressive. I lost to 
Emperor Raiah because I haven’t perfected my Supernatural Power. I’ve 
already perfected it during the long eons I’ve been in seclusion. Even if 
Emperor Raiah were still alive, and we were to fight again, he might not 
necessarily win again.” 

“Of course, you’re right,” Xezal quickly agreed and continued to flatter him, 
“Emperor Raiah is nothing compared to you, Sir. However, the successor of 
Emperor Raiah has appeared. He has mastered the Tenfold Realms 
Transcendent Sutra and the ten sacred scrolls and has cultivated the Ten 
Path Techniques. Don’t you want to prove that your Supernatural Power is 
stronger than the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra?” 

Xezal urged him, trying to get him to take action. 
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Extraterrestrial Demons are being suppressed by the Chaos Tablet. After they 



are released, you can kill them. Then, you’ll become the cultivator with the 
highest prestige after Emperor Raiah and eventually the Endlos Lord. 

The middle-aged man replied calmly, “I’m not interested.” 

“I know you’re not interested in becoming the Endlos Lord. But don’t you want 
to prove you’re stronger than Emperor Raiah?” 

The middle-aged man looked at Xezal and asked calmly, ” Little girl, did you 
come to me just to inform me that Emperor Raiah’s successor has appeared 
so that I can kill him?” 

Xezal said embarassedly, “To be honest, James harbors great hatred toward 
me. He killed my father and has ambitions to become the next Endlos Lord. 
Fortunately, I hid the Endlos Heart that Emperor Raiah had left behind. 
Otherwise, he would’ve already become the new Endlos Lord. Even if you 
continue staying in seclusion, he’ll come for your life to avoid you becoming a 
potential threat to him. 

“Is that so?” The middle-aged man was not convinced. 

He waved his hand and summoned a few inscriptions to form an Extrapolation 
Formation to verify whether Xezal was telling the truth and find out more about 
James. 

The Extrapolation Formation rotated. 

Boom!!! 

Suddenly, the formation exploded. The middle-aged man suffered a backlash 
and almost fell to the ground. 

He exclaimed in surprise, “Interesting… I couldn’t extrapolate anything about 
him. I can’t believe there is someone in the current era that I can’t 
extrapolate.” 

Xezal was relieved by the outcome. She was worried the middle-aged man 
would discover she was lying and kill her. 

The middle-aged man’s name was Taran Zach. He was a well-known 
powerhouse during Emperor Raiah’s era. He used to compete with Emperor 
Raiah. Ultimately, he lost and went into seclusion. Even when the Endlos was 



in chaos and under attack by the Extraterrestrial Demons, he stayed in 
seclusion. 

When he used to compete with Emperor Raiah for dominance of the Endlos, 
he was at the peak of the Chaos Essencia Rank and was one rank lower than 
Emperor Raiah, who was at the Chaos Completare Rank. The difference in 
cultivation rank resulted in his defeat to Emperor Raiah. 

“Do you really not want the supreme cultivation achievement that Emperor 
Raiah had left behind after defeating the Extraterrestrial Demons? Don’t you 
want to enter the Chaos Completare Rank?” Xezal looked at Taran. 

Taran replied calmly, “You’re a pretty scheming one. In order to resurrect your 
father, you’re trying to get me to unleash 

the Extraterrestrial Demons suppressed under the Chaos Tablet. 

Although Taran could not extrapolate anything related to James, he could see 
through Xezal’s plan. 

Xezal’s body trembled in fear. 

Taran said with a smile, “Your little tricks are useless to me. However, I’ll be 
able to suppress the Extraterrestrial Demons even if they are released. Even 
the former Extraterrestrial Demon’s Great Commander may not be a match 
against me right now. 

‘You’re quite smart and managed to pique my curiosity. I’ll meet James Caden 
and see what kind of existence he is.” 

Xezal had already broken out in cold sweats. After hearing Taran’s words, she 
was relieved. 

She knelt to the ground and begged, “Please help me save my father, Sir 
Taran. I can only save my father if the Extraterrestrial Demons are released. 
The battlefield against them must be moved to the Chaos District.” 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4928-Although Taran had lost to 
Emperor Raiah in the past, he was still exceptionally strong. 

During Emperor Raiah’s era, there were many powerhouses, including the 
Sword Demon, Rune Arts Grandmaster, the Emperor of Tribulation, the 



powerhouses guarding the Boundless Road, and those who died in the battle 
against the Extraterrestrial Demons. 

Even though there were many peerless powerhouses, they were not 
comparable to Taran. Emperor Raiah was the only cultivator capable of 
suppressing him back then. However, Emperor Raiah was only slightly above 
Taran and could not kill him. 

Taran was not interested in Emperor Raiah’s cultivation achievement and had 
seen through Teresa’s plan of using him to kill James, open the Chaos Tablet, 
and release the Extraterrestrial Demons. 

“You should leave,” Taran waved his hand and said, “I don’t want to interfere 
with these affairs. Life and death are up to fate. You shouldn’t insist on 
changing it. You’ll become corrupted if you’re too persistent in wanting to 
change fate. Ultimately, you won’t be much different from the Extraterrestrial 
Demons. As for James, I’ll meet him.” 

Taran casually waved his hand, and an invisible force emerged, teleporting 
Teresa back outside of the mountain gate. 

Teresa stood outside the mountain gate with a solemn expression. She 
thought she would be able to convince Taran to intervene. However, Taran 
showed no desire for fame and fortune. Even the title of the Endlos Lord was 
not enough to intrigue him. 

She began thinking about her next step. 

“I have other ways to force you to take action.” Teresa’s pretty face darkened. 

Immediately afterward, she disappeared from the area and appeared outside 
the mountain gate of an ancient Orthodox. 

Emperor Raiah’s era was prosperous, with countless powerhouses and 
Orthodoxes. 

Many powerful forces joined the battle against the Extraterrestrial Demons. 
However, there were also some cowards that chose to hide. They refused to 
participate in the fight and stayed within their own territories. 



From Teresa’s understanding, there were powerful cultivators hidden among 
these ancient Orthodoxes. Although they were not as strong as Taran, a few 
combined would be enough to make Taran wary. 

Teresa arrived at Mount Genesis, an ancient Orthodox. 

Mount Genesis used to be considerably powerful during Emperor Raiah’s era. 
Moreover, they seemed to have information about the Extraterrestrial 
Demon’s origin and that the Endlos’ forces combined were not enough to wipe 
out the Extraterrestrial Demons. Therefore, they 

symbolically sent a few disciples to participate in battle, whereas their stronger 
cultivators did not join. 

Teresa knew Mount Genesis’ Grand Patriarch was a powerhouse at the 
Chaos Essencia Rank. Although he was inferior to Taran, the two were still at 
the same cultivation rank. 

She knew about these secrets because her father was the Endlos Lord. 
Emperor Raiah had left behind countless ancient books, recording many 
things about the Endlos. 

Emperor Raiah also recorded whatever he knew about the Extraterrestrial 
Demons. However, those ancient books were in Zaden’s possession, and 
outsiders were not permitted to read them. 

Teresa stood outside Mount Genesis’s gate and shouted,” My name is Xezal 
Dalibor. I’m the current Endlos Lord and am here to visit Mount Genesis’ 
Grand Patriarch.” 
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the area. Then, a magical crystal manifested in her hands. At that moment, 
she was blessed by the Ten District’s Heavenly Path and looked incredibly 
mighty. 

A golden light shot over from the distance and formed into a staircase. 

Xezal ascended the stairs, slowly approaching the spiritual mountain. 

Soon, she arrived atop a spiritual mountain and saw an elderly man sitting on 
the cliff. 



The elderly man had a long beard and was wearing a gray robe. Xezal was 
unable to sense his aura, and he seemed nonexistent. 

Xezal looked at the elderly man curiously. She had never seen Taran and 
Mount Genesis’ Grand Patriarch before. In fact, she had only heard about 
them from her father and read about them in ancient books. 

“What’s the matter, young lady?” The elderly man opened his eyes and looked 
at Xezal. 

Xezal knelt on the ground and said, “I’m the current Endlos Lord. It’s an honor 
to meet you, sir.” 

The elderly man waved his hand, and a force lifted Xezal from the ground. He 
said lightly, “Yours is fake. It can only 

attract the power of the Ten Districts’ Heavenly Path. It’s not capable of 
controlling the ten Heavenly Paths.” 

Mount Genesis’ Grand Patriarch was an unparalleled powerhouse and could 
tell at a glance that Xezal’s Endlos Heart was fake. 

“Is that so?” Xezal was startled. “It’s fake?” 

Xezal thought to herself, ‘Father left it for me, so how can it be fake?* 

Mount Genesis’ Grand Patriarch said softly, “Cut to the chase and tell me 
what it is you want. If there’s nothing important, please leave.” 

The Grand Patriarch would not have met with Xezal if she had not appeared 
with the Endlos Heart. 

Xezal quickly recollected herself. Regardless of the Endlos Heart’s 
authenticity, her goal was to persuade Mount Genesis’ Grand Patriarch to 
come out of seclusion. 

“Sir, are you aware the Chaos Battlefield that Emperor Raiah left behind has 
emerged?” 

“So what?” Mount Genesis’ Grand Patriarch replied nonchalantly, seeming 
uninterested in the Chaos Battlefield. 



“Don’t you know that Emperor Raiah left the Herstellen Art within the Chaos 
Battlefield? It’s the Supernatural Power of the Extraterrestrial Demon’s Great 
Commander. Moreover, he also left behind the Tenfold Realms Transcendent 
Sutra and ten sacred scrolls.” 

Mount Genesis’ Grand Patriarch said calmly, “And? No matter how strong the 
the Herstellen Art or the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra are, they were 
created by someone else. They are the cultivation achievements of others. 
Even if I obtained and cultivated them, it means nothing. I would be following 
in their footsteps. At my current cultivation rank, I must walk my own path to 
reach the final cultivation rank.” 

Xezal realized her words were insufficient to entice Mount Genesis’ Grand 
Patriarch. She quickly added, “Have you ever heard of the myth of the 
Sovereign Rank?” 

A surprised expression appeared on the face of Mount Genesis’ Grand 
Patriarch. 

Xezal elaborated, “According to the information left by Emperor Raiah, there is 
another leader above the Extraterrestrial Demons’ Great Commander. He is 
an invincible existence that has transcended the Chaos Rank and reached the 
Sovereign Rank. Moreover…” 

After a slight pause, Xezal continued, saying, “Emperor Raiah left a message 
saying that a few Extraterrestrial Demons are suppressed under the Chaos 
Tablet, including the Extraterrestrial Demons’ Second Commander. The 
Second Commander possesses the secret of entering the Sovereign Rank. 

“After Emperor Raiah forced the Extraterrestrial Demons’ Great Commander 
to retreat, he learned about the method to entering the Sovereign Rank from 
their Second 

Commander. Afterward, he rushed out of the Endlos and entered the 
Extraterrestrial Demon’s territory to enter the Sovereign Rank. Many eons 
have passed since then. 

Perhaps Emperor Raiah has already entered the Sovereign Rank by now. 

“Also, Taran, who Emperor Raiah defeated, has already left seclusion. He is 
trying to learn more about the Sovereign Rank from the Extraterrestrial 
Demons’ Second 



Commander. If you’re late, Taran might obtain it before you. After Taran kills 
the second commander, you will never be able to find out how to enter the 
Sovereign Rank.” 
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Genesis’ Grand Patriarch. Naturally, she knew he was a peerless powerhouse 
capable of verifying many things with his Zen in a short moment. Therefore, 
her words were not complete lies. 

The Sovereign Rank was indeed a myth that existed. Within the ancient books 
that Emperor Raiah had left behind, he hinted there was a possibility of a 
higher authority above the Extraterrestrial Demon’s Great Commander and 
that he might be an existence that had surpassed the Chaos Rank. It was also 
true the Extraterrestrial Demon’s Second Commander was sealed under the 
Chaos Tablet. 

However, Emperor Raiah’s whereabouts were unknown. Xezal lied about him 
leaving the Endlos to enter the Sovereign Rank, as well as the Extraterrestrial 
Demon’s Second Commander possessing the method to enter the Sovereign 
Rank. 

Mount Genesis’ Grand Patriarch seemed to be wavering and was enticed 
after hearing about a method to enter the Sovereign Rank. 

“I’ll leave it to you to decide, sir. I’ll be taking my leave first.” 

Xezal bid farewell and left the spiritual mountain. Then, she headed to another 
ancient Orthodox, called Mount Taba. 

Mount Taba’s Grand Patriarch was also a peerless powerhouse at the Chaos 
Essencia Rank. 

Xezal took out the Endlos Heart again and successfully met with Mount 
Taba’s Grand Patriarch. 

“My name is Xezal Dalibor, sir. I’ve come to warn you about a cultivator 
named James Caden. He has already obtained the method to enter the 
Sovereign Rank. Meanwhile, Taran has also left seclusion in an attempt to 
acquire the method to enter the Sovereign Rank.” 



Xezal went to several ancient Orthodoxes and met with powerhouses that 
were well-known during Emperor Raiah’s era, bluffing them to get them to 
leave seclusion. 

Meanwhile, Henrik and James were chatting about their experiences. 

They two were sentimental about overcoming their obstacles and thankful 
they had survived. 

“Are you going to compete for the Herstellen Art next?” asked Henrik. 

James nodded lightly and said, “I’m not desperate to obtain it, but I’d like to 
know what a Supernatural Power from outside the Endlos is like and whether 
they used different inscriptions than us. 

Some time ago, James had created his own formation. His comprehension of 
inscription had deepened, and he could easily set up various kinds of 
formations. At the same time, his formation’s powers were much more potent 
as he could integrate different powers into his formations. 

He stood up, stretched, and said, “That’s enough rest. Let’s walk around and 
see if we can find any clues about the Herstellen Art. 

“Alright.” Henrik also stood up. 

The two began roaming the Chaos Battlefield. 

James had shown terrifying strength in his battle against the four district 
leaders. Now, wherever he went, everyone would stay away from him. 

The Chaos Tablet was located inside a Dark World at the Endlos’ border. 

Swoosh!!! 

A middle-aged man who looked about forty years old and wearing a simple 
robe appeared. He crossed his hands behind his back and looked at the tablet 
before him. 

 


